
Prince Henry’s High School – English Department 

A Level English Literature Bridging Project for Year 11s 

How to use this project 

The aim of this project is to help you understand some of the topics and ideas you will go onto 

explore in A Level Literature. It will expose you to a range of texts and topics that you may not 

have come across before with a view to building and developing your own bank of knowledge 

and understanding. Some aspects are more complex than others; the important thing is to do 

what you can and focus on developing an appreciation of literature – but it is OK to not like some 

bits of it too! 

It is suggested that each week’s worth of work will take you 4 hours – but this may be more or less 

as you may have explored some in the Year 11 enrichment tasks. You are encouraged to explore 

these further and not feel restricted by only what is on this document. Some of the websites I have 

presented are vast and I encourage you to explore these as much as you like. 

Additionally, make sure you regularly read newspapers and articles e.g. (The Times, Guardian, 

Independent – not tabloids) so that you become accustomed to more complex language of 

reviews, editorials, news, features, and comments (A Saturday or Sunday newspaper is often 

enough to last the week!). I would highly recommend that you read the book reviews too. This is 

important as it will develop your reading fluency and vocabulary, but also how writers write about 

texts. We hope you enjoy it and we look forward to teaching you. 

Mr Findlay (Head of English) 

Mrs Webb (Head of Sixth Form) 

Mrs Barker (Assistant Headteacher) 

 

 



Subject: English Literature 

Week Required Reading/Tasks (4 hours) Resources Required 

1 Introduction to further Literature Study & Literature and 

Love 

Why study literature? Read the article for some ideas. 

 

Literature and Love 

Short stories are excellent: they deal with complex 

ideas and events which can be enjoyed in one sitting 

 

The theme of love is pervasive in literature; in Year 12 

our topic is Love through the Ages where we explore 

ideas and types of love in all its complexities and 

shades: from the instant, superficial to the dark, and 

dangerous. At A Level, we look at love from all angles 

and consider many different relationships and how 

they change over time. Think now about the different 

types of love and the emotions we can feel 

in/out/about love – aim for 25. 

 

Haruki Murakami is a Japanese author (possibly 

Japan’s most famous). His writing treads lightly 

between the magical and the imagined; the real and 

the disturbing. His clean prose and effortless style carry 

you along. In this short story, ‘On seeing the 100% 

perfect girl one beautiful April morning’, the narrator 

describes exactly that. And how this fleeting encounter 

becomes an obsession. Look particularly of the story in 

the story. 

At the end of it, how is the narrator left feeling and how 

do we feel towards him? What could this short story be 

teaching us? 

 

Katherine Mansfield is one of the first writers of the 

‘Modern’ movement. Her prose is eloquent, yet 

penetrating – forcing us to see the various shades of 

humanity and the human condition in what – at first – 

appear to be trivial and banal experiences. In ‘Bliss’ 

(1918) we see Bertha host a dinner party for friends. But 

read closely, and focus on the Bertha and Pearl. How 

might we interpret this relationship? Why is it open to 

interpretation?  

 

Mansfield’s writing is beautiful. You can read more of 

her prose and poems here: 

https://www.katherinemansfieldsociety.org/short-

stories-by-katherine-mansfield/ 

 

Try ‘The Garden Party’ – her most famous short story 

 

https://www.katherinemansfieldsociety.org/poems-by-

katherine-mansfield/ 

 

Read the article ‘Why Study 

Literature’ from the English and 

Media Centre Word document 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://genius.com/Haruki-

murakami-on-seeing-the-100-

perfect-girl-one-beautiful-april-

morning-annotated 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.katherinemansfiel

dsociety.org/assets/KM-

Stories/BLISS1918.pdf 
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2 Literature and Fear 

We often enjoy reading literature that scares us. 

Create a survey and ask your families and friends what 

things scare them the most and what sort of films and 

books have they enjoyed being frightened by. Are 

there any patterns emerging in your results? 

 

 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper is a 

brutal examination of a woman’s descent into 

madness: forced to exist in a bedroom, her description 

of the room – in particular the yellow wallpaper – 

tracks her decline; a wonderful, brilliantly eerie, tale 

and commentary on the oppressive patriarchy. 

 

 

 

 

Edgar Allen Poe was an American writing in the middle 

of the 19th century. He specialised in creepy stories. 

Explore the site in the resources and pick one or two 

stories to read. ‘The Pit and Pendulum’ is a good, dark 

one. 

 

You may be more familiar with Charles Dickens as the 

writer of long novels. But he liked a short ghost story 

too. ‘The Signalman’ is an example of one. 

 

What sorts of fears do the stories you’ve read tap into? 

Which were most effective for you? 

 

More short stories 

Don’t feel like you must stop here. Many short stories 

are freely available online and you may have been 

inspired to read more. Try these sites for more free 

online short stories: 

https://bookriot.com/2019/03/19/free-short-stories-

online/ 

 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/stellar-short-

stories-you-can-read-

online_n_590ccab2e4b0104c734ed7a9?ri18n=true 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.owleyes.org/text/

yellow-wallpaper/read/yellow-

wallpaper#root-422327-266  

 

(This was on the Enrichment 

document, so if you have read 

it – feel free to skip over it). 

 

 

https://poestories.com/stories.

php  

 

 

 

 

 

https://commapress.co.uk/res

ources/online-short-stories/the-

signalman-charles-dickens 

 

3 Introducing the Gothic 

In Year 12, we need to have an understanding of 

‘Gothic’ as a style. It is also interesting when you apply 

the features to any books or films you have seen. If you 

studied Jekyll and Hyde or Frankenstein at GCSE, some 

of these will be familiar to you. 

 

Watch the YouTube video and read the Guardian 

article to give you an overview of the Gothic as a 

genre. Have a think about what the typical features 

seem to be. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=fUNuFLHvVng  

 

https://www.theguardian.com

/commentisfree/2011/nov/27/

gothic-fiction-divided-selves 
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Choose one (or more) of the short stories available for 

free via the link on the right. Then, using the analysis 

grid, apply the features to your chosen text. 

 

Or, if you’re able to, try a longer novel (ones marked 

with a * are available for free online): 

 Dracula* 

 The Castle of Otranto* 

 Wuthering Heights* 

 Rebecca 

 

You can read this over the next few weeks. 

 

 

https://www.huffingtonpost.co.

uk/entry/stellar-short-stories-

you-can-read-

online_n_590ccab2e4b0104c7

34ed7a9?ri18n=true 

 

 

Gothic analysis grid. 

 

 

4 Literature Contexts 

 

Much of Western Literature is based on Christian and 

Greek/Roman mythology. If you know some of the 

stories from these traditions, you will understand more 

of the allusions in the texts you read. 

 

Focus on Genesis (Adam and Eve) and Prometheus: 

these are the Christian and Greek Creation stories and 

a good place to start. In literature, it does not matter 

what your personal beliefs are. We need to know 

about these creation stories because they are referred 

to so often in the texts you’ll read. And the history of 

religion, whether you’re a believer or not, is fascinating 

as a history of human thought. 

 

Read the stories of Adam and Eve and Prometheus. 

What similarities and differences can you see? What 

do you think are the messages in these stories? 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bible-

history.com/old-

testament/adam-and-

eve.html  

 

https://www.historic-

uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofEngl

and/The-King-James-Bible/ 

 

There are a number of 

different versions of the 

Prometheus myth. This video 

covers them quite well. 

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=U_u91SjrEOE  

 

 

https://greekgodsandgoddess

es.net/myths/   

 

https://www.ancient.eu/Roma

n_Mythology/  

 

 https://www.ancient.eu/Gree

k_Mythology/ 

 

 

 

5 Poetry  

 

Poetry is a hugely important part of literature and 

indeed of what makes us human.  

 

We study an anthology of love poems in Year 12 and 

then Wilfred Owen’s War Poetry in Year 13. 
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Take this ‘Futurelearn’ course to explore reading and 

responding personally to unseen poetry and try out 

some poetry writing for yourself. 

 

After this course, you may wish to explore some key 

poems from English Literature. 

 

You could read ‘The Tyger’ by William Blake and read 

a possible interpretation of it in the article from the 

English and Media Centre. 

 

Or you could listen to Simon Armitage (our Poet 

Laureate: he wrote ‘Remains’) reading Coleridge’s 

poem ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’.  

 

Here is a link to the poetry foundation which has an 

excellent collection of poetry and texts to explore: 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/browse#pa

ge=1&sort_by=recently_added&topics=38 

 

 

 

 

https://www.futurelearn.com/

courses/a-level-study-unseen-

poetry 

 

 

 

 

The Tyger EMC Word 

document. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ancientmarinerbi

gread.com/reading/7  

 

6 & 7 Shakespeare fortnight 

 

Shakespeare is, arguably, the world’s most famous 

writer and he appears on virtually every English degree 

course across the world. And rightly so. Your 

appreciation of Shakespeare will change at A Level. 

 

Most of you will have studied Romeo and Juliet or 

Macbeth as part of your GCSE, but it is much, much 

more than one version you may have seen featuring a 

fish tank.  

 

So, we need to dig deeper into this. Start with this 

course at Future Learn to examine his life, times, and 

works. 

 

Additionally, if you’re able to, download the BBC 

Sounds app and listen to this podcast. 

 

 

Shakespeare’s Globe and The Royal Shakespeare 

Company have released free access to some of their 

productions. Watch one or two (use subtitles to help 

you). 

 

Out of the productions you have seen (including those 

at school), which do you find the most convincing and 

why? 

Why do you think the directors have made their 

particular decisions? 

How are they hoping to appeal to different 

audiences? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.futurelearn.com/

courses/explore-english-

shakespeare 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/progra

mmes/p00547ct 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer

/episodes/p089zds8/culture-in-

quarantine-shakespeare 
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8 Learning about the lives of others through literature 

 

One of the best things about Literature is that it allows 

you to travel in time and space and see into the worlds 

of people you might never otherwise encounter. It 

helps us to understand and empathise with those who 

live different lives to us. We’ve already looked at quite 

a few examples of this.  

 

Read one (or of course more!) of the short stories from 

the link in the Resources box. The link is good as it has a 

quick review of each one, followed by the first 

paragraph or so which means you can get a quick 

flavour of each one before you choose which one to 

focus on.  

 

How has the writer crafted the story to create a 

complex world? How is the world of the story similar to 

and different from your own? What themes are 

explored? How has the writer’s presentation of them 

added to your understanding of each theme? The 

world we live in? 

 

‘Beloved’ by Toni Morrison. This harrowing but 

fascinating story looks at the impact of slavery on the 

main character Sethe. There is a great film version you 

can watch. Or of course you can read the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://longreads.com/2018/01

/09/10-outstanding-short-

stories-to-read-in-2018/  

9 Forming a personal response to Literature 

 

One of the differences between GCSE and A Level 

Literature is the emphasis on exploring what other 

readers have said about the texts you’re studying. 

Some of us think that this can be almost as enjoyable 

as reading the text themselves because this is where 

you start to form and evaluation your own responses to 

the texts. 

 

Let’s start by reading an analysis of how the city of 

London is used in “Jekyll and Hyde.” How far do you 

agree with what this critic says? Do you have a 

different view? Has it opened your mind to a new 

interpretation or perhaps reassured you about 

something you were already thinking? 

 

Why not do a Google search for a review of a book 

you’ve read outside school (at any age)? See if you 

agree with the views expressed in that review. 

 

An important way in which you will express your 

opinions at A level is through writing essays. Read ‘A 

Loose Sally of the Mind’ from the  EMC to get some 

perspectives on the art of essay writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jekyll and Hyde’s London EMC 

Word document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘A Loose Sally of the Mind’ 

Word document. 

10 Creating your own literature 

 

Flash fiction writing: 
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Flash Fiction is a relatively new form of writing: 

condensing a story to intensify its beauty and power. 

Flash Fiction stories are usually no more than 500 words. 

 

Read Hannah Allies’ flash fiction story ‘The Argument’ 

using the link opposite. 

Now, have a go yourself. The website Reflex Fiction has 

launched its Summer 2020 Flash Fiction competition. 

There is a ‘opt-in’ entry fee which can be as little as £1.  

Enter here: https://www.reflexfiction.com/flash-fiction-

submissions-entry-form/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reflexfiction.com/t

he-argument-flash-fiction-by-

hannah-allies/  

Suggested Further Reading 

 

See the Year 12 Reading List. 

‘Leaping into Literature’ EMC document. 
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